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This brief report was written as a background document in partial response to a request for information on the 
possible conservation of Japanese guns on public display at the Navy Base, Guam (Bulgrin, 2017). This 
document provides photographic data on the appearance of the gun in June 1994, when it was photographed 
as part of a metal conservation course (Look & Spennemann, 1994), and on subsequent visits in 2006 and 2007. 

The 20cm 12 cal. Model 3 (Short) Naval Gun (1943) 
The sections under this heading have been extracted from an in-depth description of the 20cm Model 3 (Short) 
Naval Gun provided elsewhere (Spennemann, 2017d).  

This gun was designed as an (experimental) support weapon to be placed on light-decked armed 
merchant vessels over 5,000t for use against submarine (surface) attacks. While theoretically also functional as 
a heavy anti-aircraft weapon, U.S. intelligence services did not deem it to be very effective in that role (CinCPac–
CinCPOA, 1945b, p. 60). The 20cm guns had a moderate range of 6,900 yards. The guns are described as of 
light weight, having an interrupted thread breech block and a hydro-spring recoil mechanism with the recoil 
cylinder mounted on the top of the gun. The gun was mounted on a navy-type pedestal mount capable of a 
360º traverse. Elevating and traversing occurred by hand wheels, both located on the left side of the mount. 
The rate of traverse when operated by hand was approximately 8.6°/sec, while the rate of elevation was 8°/sec, 
making it a slow weapon for anti-aircraft fire (CinCPac–CinCPOA, 1945b, p. 60; OPNAV, 1945, p. 58; 
USNTMJ, 1946b, p. 16). The gun was not fitted with individual fire control systems (USNTMJ, 1946b, p. 16). 

From available data it appears that one person could operate the weapon, even though the standard 
complement appears to have been nine, including gun layers and ammunition handlers. With a full complement, 
a rate of four rounds per minute could be sustained. The technical data for the gun have been summarised in 
Table 1. Post-World War II assessment of guns and gun mounts held by the Kure Naval Arsenal showed that 
the gun was constructed in three subtypes or variants (USNTMJ, 1946b, p. 10), the details of which appear not 
to be documented. The ammunition required for the gun was semi-fixed and consisted of a 103 (134) pound 
shell and a Cu-alloy cartridge (7.2lb) containing the propellant (CinCPac–CinCPOA, 1945a, p. 103; OPNAV, 
1945, p. 61; U.S. War Office, 1953, p. 505; USNTMJ, 1946a, p. 13). 

Even through primarily designed as a naval weapon to be carried afloat, the 20cm short naval gun found 
intensive use as a coastal defence weapon in the late stages of the Pacific War (see below for locations). They 
were sited in a variety of emplacements: open emplacements, similar to those used for other calibres, open 
earth covered emplacements, concrete revetments, concrete reinforced casemates and cave positions with 
concrete or coral boulder embrasures. The local environment governed the choice of emplacement and 
concealment. 

 

                                                        
 Preferred citation for this document:  
Spennemann, Dirk HR (2017) The Japanese 20cm dual purpose gun at ‘Gun Beach’, Tumon, Guam. The appearance of the gun in 
1994 and 2007. Albury NSW: Institute for Land Water and Society; Charles Sturt University. 
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Fig. 1. Top view of a 200mm short naval gun in operation (OPNAV, 1945, p. 58)  

	
Fig. 2. Wartime photograph of a 20cm Short Naval Gun in an open emplacement (CinCPac–CinCPOA, 1945b) 

 
The short-barrelled 20cm guns have been reported as coastal defence guns from Western Micronesia, such as 
Peleliu, Palau (Denfeld, 1988, p. 71); Saipan (Spennemann, 2017) and especially from Guam. There they are on 
record for Bangi Point, Guam (Denfeld, 1992, p. 51); ‘Gongna Beach (‘Gun Beach’), Tumon Bay, Guam (this 
report); Dungcas Beach, Tamuning, Guam (in replica emplacements on the grounds of the Onwards Beach 
Hotel) (Spennemann, 2017c); Naval Magazine, Guam (on display)(Spennemann, 2017b); and Ga’an Point, 
Agat, Guam (on public display)(Spennemann, 2017a). 
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Table 1. Technical data of the 12cm and 20cm short naval guns. Gun details. Various sources 

 200mm Short” 
Model 3rd Year 
Year 1943 
Manufacturer Kure Naval Yard 
Calibre (mm) 203 
Calibre (inch) 8 
Length overall (inch/cm) 100/252 
Length of barrel (inch/cm)1 95.9/243.8 
Height overall (inch)  
Length of bore (inch) 80 
Length of bore (calibres) 12 
Weight with breech 
(lbs/kg) 

1,390/630 

Weight overall (lbs/kg) 1,702/772 
Muzzle velocity (ft/sec , 
m/sec) 

1,016 / 305  

Max range horizontal (yds/ 
m) 

6,900 / 6,300 

Max range vertical (feet / 
m) 

10,800 / 3,300 

Effective range vertical (ft) 9,000 
Maximum rate of fire 4-5 
Practical rate of fire 3 
Approximate Lifespan 2000 service rounds 
Traverse 360° 
Elevation 75° 
Depression –15º 
Rate of Traverse 8.6°/sec (hand) 
Rate of Elevation 8°/sec (hand) 
Breech system interrupted screw 

 200mm Short” 
Chamber length (in / cm) 16.1 / 39.5 
Chamber volume (cu.in / l) 891 / 14.6 
Length of recoil (inch) 10 
Type of rifling raised 
Nº of lands 32 
Groove depth (mm) 1.5 
Rifling system left turn, 

increasing 1/30 to 
1/13 

Recoil system hydro-spring 
number of guns 
manufactured 

ca 250 

Loading angle 10º 
Loading support land-based: simple 

derricks  
ships: cargo hoists 

Ramming by hand 
Type of ammunition semi-fixed round 
Type of projectile anti-aircraft, 

armour piercing, 
high explosive, 

incendiary, 
incendiary shrapnel 

Weight of projectile (lb 
/kgs) 

HE 103 / 47 

Type of charge casing brass, later steel 
Weight of charge (lbs / kg) 4.4 / 2 
Type of mount pedestal 
Total weight (tons) 3.5 (4.1) 

 

	
Fig. 3. Location of the 20cm gun at Gongna Beach (‘Gun Beach’), Tumon. 
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Background to the guns at ‘Gun Beach’, Tumon, Guam 
The Gongna Beach Gun Emplacement complex is located at the northern end of Gongna Beach, Guam, which 
is colloquially called Gun Beach (coordinates N 13.525610, E 144.804188). The gun emplacement is at the base 
of the raised limestone cliff (Fig. 4), about 25m from the high tide line. The emplacement is comprised of a 
steel-reinforced concrete embrasure as well as two flanking steel-reinforced concrete walls. The flat-toped 
western wall is 2.0m high, 2.30m long, and 0.70m thick.2 To the east of the gun is another flat topped steel-
reinforced concrete wall, measuring about 5m in length and of the same thickness and height as the western 
wall.  

An ammunition ready magazine has been cut into the limestone cliff the rear of the gun emplacement, 
while a smaller ammunition ready magazine has been cut into the cliff behind the concrete wall. The walls of 
both ammunition ready magazines had been rendered with concrete. We can assume that the larger magazine 
served as storage for the shells, while the protected, smaller magazine served for the propellant cartridges.  

While the western wall is appears rendered the concrete of the eastern wall exhibits traces of the form 
work. It appears that different aggregate was used for the two walls, with the eastern wall containing (lower-
quality) coral rubble. Combined with the placement of the ammunition ready magazines, this suggests that the 
western wall, which also served as a blast wall for the gun crew, may have preceded the eastern wall. 

About 6m to the east of the gun emplacement was a concrete pillbox partially built into the coral 
limestone cliff. The steel-reinforced concrete pillbox has largely collapsed with only the western section 
remaining intact. Based on the remains, the pillbox once possessed a 0.35m thick roof and a 0.37m thick 
southern blast wall. As far as can be ascertained, the pillbox had a single narrow gunport (external 0.11m x 
0.50m) facing south, i.e. to the beach.  

The gun emplacement and the pillbox were joined by a covered passageway of 6.0m length, 1.5m width 
and approximately 1.8m height. The walls of the passage are constructed of coral rocks which have been 
cemented together. The roof consisted of trunks of coconut trees covered with dirt. At the time of the National 
register nomination in 1990 some of the trunks were still visible, while by 1994 they had rotted away leaving 
their impressions in the cement. 

	
Fig. 4. Plan of the Gongna Beach Gun Emplacement and pillbox (redrawn after Martinez, 1990) 
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Description	of	the	gun	
The 20cm gun was inspected in late June 1994 as comparison to a 20cm gun displayed at Agat, which was at 
the time conservation treated as part of the Metals Conservation Course and Demonstration Project 
‘Conservation Management of Historic Metal in Tropical Environments’ (Look & Spennemann, 1994). It was 
also photographed by the author on subsequent visits in 2006 and 2007. 

The photographic timeline in this report has been assembled from a range of sources, acquired in on-
line auctions, sourced from the world-wide web, as well as drawing on the author’s own photography. 

Table 2. Timeline of imagery 

Year, Month Figure 
1944, August  
1947, November Fig. 13, Fig. 14 
1963, November Fig. 15 
1986, August Fig. 6 
1994, June Fig. 5 
2005, January Fig. 16 
2006, July Fig. 7 
2007, September Fig. 10, Fig. 12 
2011, July Fig. 25 
2012, February Fig. 18 
2014, December Fig. 19 

Environmental	conditions	
While corrosion is accelerated in tropical environments, this is particularly the case for coastal defence guns. 
Due to their primary purpose, such guns are emplaced at the shoreline and therefore continually exposed to 
salt-laden, moist air (Look & Spennemann, 1996). The situation is often exacerbated by encroaching vegetation, 
which maintains a humid microclimate (Spennemann & Look, 2006). Tropical plants readily colonise concrete  
structures, dispersed by a range of vectors (Spennemann & Lorence, 2006). The environmental conditions are 
such that conservation management in situ is likely to result in substandard treatment, requiring the gun to be 
temporarily relocated to a semi-climate controlled facility (Look & Spennemann, 1993, 1994). 

The siting of the gun in a cliff line at the beach means that it is subject to invasion by naturally occurring 
plants. Moreover, the concrete of the emplacement provides a substrate not dissimilar to the coral limestone 
cliff (albeit less porous), so that some plants can colonise the surfaces as well. Comparing dated imagery over 
time, it appears that the gun emplacement is occasionally cleared of vegetation.  

Table 3. Vegetation encountered at the gun. 3 

Common name Scientific name 1994 2007 
Devil's horsewhip Achyranthes aspera Fig. 27  
Fish poison tree Barringtonia asiatica Fig. 27 Fig. 17 
Coconut Cocos nucifera Fig. 6 Fig. 6 
Hernandia Hernandia  nymphaeifolia Fig. 31  
Beach morning glory Ipomoea pes-caprae  Fig. 17 
Sea daisy Melanthera biflora Fig. 28 Fig. 28 

The colonisation with costal vegetation occurred soon after the abandonment of the position after the 
US landings 21 July 1944. Imagery from November 1947 (Fig. 13–Fig. 14) shows encroaching vegetation both 
on the ground and on the cliff face. By November 1963 the gun was largely obscured (Fig. 15). At the time of 
the initial inspection in June 1994 the emplacement was largely obscured from sight as it was heavily overgrown 
(Fig. 6) with a range of coastal plants. A coconut palm was growing on the beach, some 5m southwest of the 
eastern wall. In addition, rank odour indicated that the emplacement, as well as the adjacent personnel shelters 
were being used as makeshift toilet facilities by beach goers. 

In subsequent years the specific composition of the vegetation in the gun emplacement changed, but the 
overall patterns remained. Of concern are larger plants that have the potential to develop major stems and thus 
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have the potential to damage weakened parts of the gun, such as the pedestal. A self-seeded Barringtonia asiatica, 
for example, was observed growing in the pedestal in 2005 (Fig. 16) and subsequent years until at least 2012  
(Fig. 12, Fig. 18). It was removed sometime before mid 2014 (Fig. 19), but other Barringtonia kept growing 
inside the emplacement. 

Decay	processes	observed	
There are only few studies that examine the pattern of decay of large calibre Japanese guns over time assessing 
the rate of decay (e.g. Spennemann, 2008b, 2008c; Spennemann, 2008d, 2008e) in order to predict the life-
expectancy of the object without conservation intervention (Spennemann, 2008a). The fact that the gun under 
discussion had been left in situ without any treatment since the defeat of the Japanese on Guam in August 1944, 
the specimen provides a textbook example of corrosion in a near shore environment. The environmental 
conditions could hardly be more adverse: the gun is situated some 25m from the high tide mark and therefore 
exposed to  

i) salt laded air blown onto the gun from waves breaking or lapping at the beach,  
ii) the deposition of wind deposited salt crystals blown out of the beach sand, 
iii) moisture being trapped by vegetation maintaining a residual level of humidity long after rain 

showers have stopped 

The hygroscopic nature of salt crystals that form on the gun and especially in crevices means that the 
salt crystals attract more salt-laden moisture, which will cause them to grow as they dry  (Spennemann, 1997). 

The 1994 inspection showed the differential corrosion between the gun laying mechanism and the recoil 
cylinder on the one hand, and the barrel on the other. The latter exhibited strong  flaking corrosion while the 
other parts showed a more uniform corrosion of the surfaces (1994: Fig. 22; 2007: Fig. 23). This seems to be 
facilitated by moisture retention, as evidenced by the growth of moss in some crevices and corners (Fig. 23). It 
appears that this differential corrosion is caused by the presence (or lack) of moisture dripping from 
overhanging Hernandia  nymphaeifolia branches (Fig. 31) or structural elements.  

In 1994 much of the rear of the emplacement was covered in vegetation. The gun pedestal was 
encroached by Melanthera biflora (Fig. 28, Fig. 30) which trapped moist air. This, combined with windblown 
sediment, led to the growth of mosses, which acted as sponges, keeping part of the gun continually wet. By 
2006 the site had been cleared, primarily as an access trail to an adjacent beach (to the north) had been opened 
up (Fig. 8). The reduction of the vegetation changed the moisture regime and thus dramatically reduced the 
moss coverage (see state in 2007 Fig. 29). 

The elevated nature of the gun barrel lent itself to act a as a receptacle of rubbish deposited by beach 
goers (Fig. 48). In addition, coral pebbles were evident, presumably deposited by children  (Fig. 49).  In addition, 
the barrel trapped wind-blown sediment. While some of the lands and rifling were still recognisable in 1994 
(Fig. 49), flaking corrosion was evident, both on the bottom of the barrel and the sides, with flakes accumulating 
on the inside bottom. By September 2007, more of the barrel had been filled in with  pebbles as well as 
Barringtonia seeds (Fig. 50). The decay of the barrel had progressed to such an extent that the majority of the 
lands were no longer recognisable. The debris inside the barrel set up a differential moisture regime, where the 
bottom and the sides remained wet, whereas the interior of the top of the barrel remained dry.  

Based on the photographic evidence, the mid-section of the gun barrel corroded through sometime in 
2005 (Fig. 20), with larger holes becoming  visible on both sides in 2007 (Fig. 12, Fig. 46). By 2012 the hole on 
the left side of the barrel had expanded towards the muzzle, a process that continued in subsequent years (Fig. 
20). 

In addition to the rubbish, the gun and its emplacement are subject to vandalism, mainly through graffiti 
(Fig. 16, Fig. 51). 
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Photographic documentation  
of the guns at ‘Gun Beach’, Tumon, Guam  
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Fig. 5. The gun emplacement as seen from the beach in August 1986 (Photo Darlene Moore) 

	
Fig. 6. The gun emplacement as seen from the beach in June 1994. 
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Fig. 7. The gun emplacement as seen from the beach in July 2006. Note the Melanthera biflora in the foreground 

	
Fig. 8. The gun emplacement as seen from the beach in July 2006. Note the bamboo railing for a track to the adjacent beach to 

the north.  
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Fig. 9. The gun emplacement as seen from the beach in November 2007. 

	
Fig. 10. The gun emplacement as seen from the beach in September 2007. 
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Fig. 11. View of Gongna Beach as seen from the 20cm naval gun, indicating partial field of fire  

	
Fig. 12. The 20cm naval gun, seen from front right (September 2007). Note the self-seeded Barringtonia asiatica growing in 

the pedestal. 
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Fig. 13. The 20cm naval gun at Gongna Beach , seen from front left in November 1947.4 

	
Fig. 14. The 20cm naval gun at Gongna Beach , seen from front left in November 1947.5 
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Fig. 15. The 20cm naval gun at Gongna Beach , seen from front left in November 1963.6 

	
Fig. 16. The 20cm naval gun at Gongna Beach , seen from front left in January 2005.7 
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Fig. 17. The 20cm naval gun, seen from front left (September 2007)  

	
Fig. 18. The 20cm naval gun at Gongna Beach , seen from front left in February 2012.8 
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Fig. 19. The 20cm naval gun at Gongna Beach , seen from front left in December 2014.9 Note that the Barringtonia growing in 

the pedestal has been removed, but the Barringtonia inside the emplacement has grown. 

  
2005 2007 

  
2012 2014 

Fig. 20. Development of the  corrosion of the gun barrel, 2005–2014 
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Fig. 21. The 20cm naval gun, seen from front right (September 2007). Note the self-seeded Barringtonia asiatica growing in 

the pedestal.  

	
Fig. 22. The gun seen from front left in June 1994. Note the differential corrosion between the gun laying mechanism and the 

barrel. Also note the flaking corrosion on the gun barrel, while the recoil cylinder exhibits more uniform corrosion 
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Fig. 23. The gun seen from front left in in September 2007. Note the flaking corrosion on the gun barrel, while the recoil 

cylinder exhibits more uniform corrosion. Compare with Fig. 22. 

	
Fig. 24. The left side of the gun in September 2007. 
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Fig. 25. The left side of the gun in July 2011.10 

	
Fig. 26. The gun laying mechanism as seen in June 1994 
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Fig. 27. The gun laying mechanism as seen in June 1994. The large leaved plant is Barringtonia asiatice, the small plant at 

bottom left is  Achyranthes aspera. 
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Fig. 28. The right side of the pedestal as seen in June 1994. Note the encroachment by 
Melanthera biflora and the entrapment of moist air (as evidenced by the growth of moss) 

	
Fig. 29. The right side of the pedestal as seen in September 2007. Compare with Fig. 28 
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Fig. 30. The right side of the pedestal as seen in June 1994. Note the encroachment by 
Melanthera biflora and the entrapment of moist air (as evidenced by the growth of moss)  

	
Fig. 31. The left side of the  as seen from the front in June 1994. Note the overhanging 

vegetation, with Hernandia  nymphaeifolia just above the gun-laying mechanism 
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Fig. 32. The left side of the  as seen in June 1994 

	
Fig. 33. The left side of the  as seen from the front in June 1994. 
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Fig. 34. The breechblock of the gun as seen  in June 1994. Note the encroachment by 

Melanthera biflora and the entrapment of moist air 

	
Fig. 35. The breech end  of the gun as seen  in June 1994. Note the corrosion on the U-Bolt 
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Fig. 36. The breech end  of the gun as seen  in September 2007. Note the accumulation of 

moss in the crevices and the corrosion on the U-Bolt. Compare with Fig. 35 

 
Fig. 37. The breech end  of the gun as seen  in September 2007. Same image of Fig. 36, but 

use of flash.  



	
Fig. 38. The breech end  of the gun as seen  in December  2014.11 

	
Fig. 39. The gun barrel in July 2006 (detail of Fig. 8). Note the differential corrosion of the exposed part 
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Fig. 40. The right trunnion and rear of gun barrel as seen in September 2007 

	
Fig. 41. The right trunnion and rear of gun barrel as seen in September 2007 
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Fig. 42. The breechblock as seen in June 1994 

 
Fig. 43. The breechblock as seen in September 2007 
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Fig. 44. The breechblock as seen in September 2007 

 

	
Fig. 45. Top of the muzzle in June 1994 
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Fig. 46. Corrosion of the side of the gun barrel  in September 2007 

	
Fig. 47. Ammunition ready magazine as seen from the south in June 1994 
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Fig. 48. Accumulation of debris inside the gun barrel in June 1994 
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Fig. 49. Accumulation of debris inside the gun barrel in June 1994 

 
Fig. 50. Accumulation of debris inside the gun barrel in September 2007. Note the Barringtonia asiatica seed pod. 
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Fig. 51. Graffiti on the concrete wall of the personnel shelter  in June 1994 
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